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Abstract

We propose a flexible light field camera architecture that

is at the convergence of optics, sensor electronics, and ap-

plied mathematics. Through the co-design of a sensor that

comprises tailored, Angle Sensitive Pixels and advanced re-

construction algorithms, we show that—contrary to light

field cameras today—our system can use the same measure-

ments captured in a single sensor image to recover either a

high-resolution 2D image, a low-resolution 4D light field

using fast, linear processing, or a high-resolution light field

using sparsity-constrained optimization.

1. Introduction

Over the last few years, light field acquisition has be-

come one of the most widespread computational imaging

techniques. By capturing the 4D spatio-angular radiance

distribution incident on a sensor, light field cameras offer

unprecedented flexibility for data processing. Post-capture

image refocus, depth and 3D volume reconstruction, de-

scattering, and synthetic aperture effects are only a few ex-

ample applications. These unique capabilities make light

field imaging an emerging technology that could soon be

ubiquitous in consumer photography and scientific imaging,

such as microscopy [18].

However, commercial devices offering light field capture

modes have only had limited success thus far. One of the

main reasons for this may be that conventional light field

cameras are subject to the spatio-angular resolution trade-

off. Whereas angular light information is captured to enable

a variety of new modalities, this usually comes at the cost

of severely reduced image resolution. Recent efforts have

paved the way for overcoming the resolution tradeoff using

sparse coding [23] or super-resolution techniques [30, 7].
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Although these methods improve the resolution of 4D light

fields, it is still significantly lower than that offered by a

regular camera sensor with the same pixel count. One may

argue that light field cameras would be most successful if

they could seamlessly switch between high-resolution 2D

image acquisition and 4D light field capture modes.

In this paper, we explore such a switchable light field

camera architecture. The required capabilities are facili-

tated by an emerging sensor design that uses Angle Sen-

sitive Pixels (ASPs) [31, 32]. As shown in Figure 1, ASPs

use special pixel structures that allow for angular radiance

information to be captured without the need for additional

microlenses [20] or light-blocking masks [13]. The physi-

cal principle behind ASPs is the Talbot effect: light incident

on a pixel strikes two periodic diffraction gratings that are

manufactured using commodity CMOS processes at a slight

offset in front of the photodiodes. Whereas several ASP

chip designs have been proposed in previous work [31, 27],

we combine ASP hardware with modern techniques for

compressive light field reconstruction and other processing

modes into what we believe to be the most flexible light

field camera architecture to date.

1.1. Contributions

In particular, we make the following contributions:

• We present a switchable camera allowing for high-

resolution 2D image and 4D light field capture. These

capabilities are facilitated by combining ASP sensors

with modern signal processing techniques.

• We analyze the imaging modes of this architecture and

demonstrate that a single image captured by the pro-

posed camera provides either a high-resolution 2D im-

age using little computation, a medium-resolution 4D

light field using a moderate amount of computation, or

a high-resolution 4D light field using more compute-

intense compressive reconstructions.
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Figure 1: Prototype angle sensitive pixel camera (left). The data recorded by the camera prototype can be processed to recover a high-

resolution 4D light field (center). As seen in the close-ups on the right, parallax is recovered from a single camera image.

• We evaluate system parameters and compare the pro-

posed camera to existing light field camera designs.

We also show results from a prototype camera system.

1.2. Overview of Limitations

Though the proposed reconstruction techniques allow

for a variety of imaging modes, high-resolution light field

reconstruction via nonlinear processing significantly in-

creases the computational load compared to conventional

photography. The prototype sensor has a relatively low

pixel count and we observe slight optical aberrations.

2. Related Work

2.1. Light Field Acquisition

Light field cameras were invented more than a century

ago. Early prototypes either used a microlens array [20] or

a light-blocking mask [13] to multiplex the rays of a 4D

light field onto a 2D sensor. In the last decades, signifi-

cant improvements have been made to these basic designs,

i.e. microlens-based systems have become digital [1, 24]

and mask patterns more light efficient [29, 15]. However,

the achievable resolution is fundamentally limited by the

spatio-angular resolution tradeoff: spatial image resolution

is sacrificed for capturing angular information with a single

sensor. Detailed discussions of this topic can be found in

the literature (e.g., [16, 35]).

Two common approaches seek to overcome this trade-

off: using camera arrays [36, 30] or capturing multiple im-

ages of the scene from different perspectives [17, 12, 19].

However, camera arrays are usually bulky and expen-

sive whereas multi-shot approaches restrict photographed

scenes to be static. It is also possible to combine a regu-

lar camera and a microlens-based light field camera [21];

again, multiple devices are necessary. In this paper, we
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Table 1: Overview of benefits and limitations of light field pho-

tography techniques. As opposed to existing approaches, the pro-

posed computational camera system provides high light field res-

olution from a single recorded image. In addition, our switchable

camera is flexible enough to provide additional imaging modes

that include conventional, high-resolution 2D photography.

present a new camera architecture that uses a single de-

vice to recover both a conventional 2D image and a high-

resolution 4D light field from a single image.

2.2. Overcoming the Device/Resolution Tradeoff

It is well-understood that light fields of natural scenes

contain a significant amount of redundancy. Most objects

are diffuse; a textured plane at some depth, for instance,

will appear in all views of a captured light field, albeit

at slightly different positions. This information can be

fused using super-resolution techniques, which compute a

high-resolution image from multiple subpixel-shifted, low-

resolution images [28, 26, 5, 22, 25, 30, 7, 34].

With the discovery of compressed sensing [8, 9], a

new generation of compressive light field camera archi-

tectures is emerging that goes far beyond the improve-

ments offered by super-resolution. For example, the spatio-

angular resolution tradeoff in single-device light field cam-

eras [3, 4, 37, 23] can be overcome or the number of re-

quired cameras in arrays reduced [14]. Compressive ap-



proaches rely on increased computational processing with

sparsity priors to provide higher image resolutions than oth-

erwise possible.

The camera architecture proposed in this paper is well-

suited for compressive reconstructions, for instance with

dictionaries of light field atoms [23]. In addition, our flex-

ible approach allows for high-quality 2D image and lower-

resolution light field reconstruction from the same mea-

sured data without numerical optimization.

2.3. Angle Sensitive Pixels

Whereas light field cameras typically rely on mod-

ern algorithms applied to data captured with off-the-shelf

opto-electronic systems, recent advances in complementary

metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) processes have cre-

ated opportunities for more specialized sensors. In par-

ticular, angle sensitive pixels (ASPs) have recently been

proposed to capture spatio-angular image information [31].

These pixel architectures use a pair of near-wavelength grat-

ings in each pixel to tune the angular response of each sen-

sor element using the Talbot effect. Creating a sensor of

tiled ASPs with pre-selected responses enables range imag-

ing, focal stacks [32], and lensless imaging [11]. Optically

optimized devices, created with phase gratings and multiple

interdigitated diodes can achieve quantum efficiency com-

parable to standard CMOS imagers [27].

ASPs represent a promising sensor topology, as they

are capable of reconstructing both sensor-resolution con-

ventional 2D images and space/angle information from a

single shot (see Sec. 3). However, general light field re-

construction techniques have not previously been described

with this hardware. We analyze ASPs in the context of

high-resolution, compressive light field reconstruction and

explore flexible image modalities for an emerging class of

cameras based on ASP sensors.

3. Method

This section introduces the image formation model for

ASP devices. In developing the mathematical foundation

for these camera systems, we entertain two goals: to place

the camera in a framework that facilitates comparison to ex-

isting light field cameras, and to understand the plenoptic

sampling mechanism of the proposed camera.

3.1. Light Field Acquisition with ASPs

The Talbot effect created by periodic gratings induces

a sinusoidal angular response from ASPs [27]. For a one-

dimensional ASP, this can be described as

ρ(α,β)(θ) = 1/2 + m/2 cos(βθ + α). (1)

Here, α and β are phase and frequency, respectively, m
is the modulation efficiency, and θ is the angle of inci-
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Figure 2: Schematic of a single angle sensitive pixel. Two inter-

leaved photodiodes capture a projection of the light field incident

on the sensor (left). The angular responses of these diodes are

complementary: a conventional 2D image can be synthesized by

summing their measurements digitally (right).

dent light. Specific values of these parameters used in our

experimental setup can be found in Section 5.1. Both α
and β can be tuned in the sensor fabrication process [32].

Common implementations choose ASP types with α ∈
0, π/2, π, 3π/4. We note that prior publications describe

the ASP response without the normalization constant of 1/2
introduced here. Normalizing Equations 1 and 2 simplifies

the discussion of 2D image recovery using ASPs.

Similarly, 2D ASP implementations exhibit the resulting

angular responses for incident angles θx and θy:

ρ(α,β,γ) (θ) = 1/2+m/2 cos (β (cos (γ) θx + sin (γ) θy) + α) ,
(2)

where α is phase, β frequency, and γ grating orientation.

The captured sensor image i is then a projection of the

incident light field l weighted by the angular responses of a

mosaic of ASPs:

i (x) =

∫

V

l(x,ν) ρ
(
x, tan−1(ν)

)
ω (ν) dν . (3)

In this formulation, l(x,ν) is the light field inside the cam-

era behind the main lens. We describe the light field using a

relative two-plane parameterization [10], where ν=tan(θ).
The integral in Equation 3 contains angle-dependent vi-

gnetting factors ω (ν) and the aperture area V restricts the

integration domain. Sensor noise is discounted in this ideal-

ized representation, though it is addressed during discretiza-

tion below. Finally, the spatial coordinates x = {x, y}
are defined on the sensor pixel-level; the geometrical mi-

crostructure of ASP gratings and photodiodes is not ob-

servable at the considered scale. In practice, the spatially-

varying pixel response function ρ (x,θ) is a periodic mo-

saic of a few different ASP types. A common example of

such a layout for color imaging is the Bayer filter array that
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Figure 3: Illustration of ASP sensor layout (left) and sampled spatio-angular frequencies (right). The pictured sensor interleaves three dif-

ferent types of ASPs. Together, they sample all frequencies contained in the dashed green box (right). A variety of light field reconstruction

algorithms can be applied to these measurements, as described in the text.

interleaves red, green, and blue subpixels. ASPs with dif-

ferent parameters (α, β, γ) can be fabricated following this

scheme. Mathematically, this type of spatial multiplexing is

formulated as

ρ (x,θ) =
N∑

k=1

(
X

(k)(x) ∗ ρ(ζ(k)) (θ)
)
, (4)

where ∗ is the convolution operator and X
(k)(x) is a sam-

pling operator consisting of a set of Dirac impulses de-

scribing the spatial layout of one type of ASP. A total set

of N types is distributed in a regular grid over the sen-

sor. The parameters of each are given by the mapping func-

tion ζ(k) : N → R
3 that assigns a set of ASP parameters

(α, β, γ) to each index k.

Whereas initial ASP sensor designs use two layered, at-

tenuating diffraction gratings and conventional photodiodes

underneath [31, 32, 11], more recent versions enhance the

quantum efficiency of the design by using a single phase

grating and an interleaved pair of photodiodes [27]. For the

proposed switchable light field camera, we illustrate the lat-

ter design with the layout of a single pixel in Figure 2.

In this sensor design, each pixel generates two measure-

ments: one that has an angular response described by Equa-

tion 2 and another one that has a complementary angular

response ρ̃ = ρ(α+π,β,γ) whose phase is shifted by π. The

discretized version of the two captured images can be writ-

ten as a simple matrix-vector product:

i = Φl+ ǫ, (5)

where i ∈ R
2p is a vector containing both images i (x) and

ĩ (x), each with a resolution of p pixels, and Φ ∈ R
2p×R

n

is the projection matrix that describes how the discrete, vec-

torized light field l ∈ R
n is sensed by the individual photo-

diodes. In Equation 5, sensor noise is modeled as Gaussian,

i.i.d., and represented by ǫ.

3.2. Image and Light Field Synthesis

In this section, we propose three alternative ways to pro-

cess the data recorded with an ASP sensor.

3.2.1 Direct 2D Image Synthesis

As illustrated in Figure 2, the angular responses of the com-

plementary diodes in each pixel can simply be summed to

generate a conventional 2D image, i.e. ρ(α,β,γ)+ ρ̃(α,β,γ) is

a constant. Hence, Equation 3 reduces to the conventional

photography equation:

i (x) + ĩ (x) =

∫

V

l(x,ν)ω (ν) dν, (6)

which can be implemented in the camera electronics. Equa-

tion 6 shows that a conventional 2D image can easily be

generated from an ASP sensor. While this may seem trivial,

existing light field camera architectures using microlenses

or coded masks cannot easily synthesize a conventional 2D

image for in-focus and out-of-focus objects.

3.2.2 Linear Reconstruction for Low-resolution 4D

Light Fields

Using a linear reconstruction framework, the same data can

alternatively be used to recover a low-resolution 4D light

field. We model light field capture by an ASP sensor as

Equation 5 where the rows of Φ correspond to vectorized

2D angular responses of different ASPs. These angular

responses are either sampled uniformly from Equation 2

or fit empirically from measured impulses responses. The

approximate orthonormality of the angular wavelets (see

Sec. 5) implies ΦT
Φ ≈ I . Consequently Σ = diag(ΦT

Φ)
is used as a preconditioner for inverting the capture equa-

tion: l = Σ
−1

Φ
T
i.

The main benefit of a linear reconstruction is its com-

putational performance. However, the spatial resolution of

the resulting light field will be approximately k-times lower



than that of the sensor (k = n/p) since the different ASPs

are grouped into tiles on the sensor. Similarly to demosaic-

ing from color filter arrays, different angular measurements

from the ASP sensor can be demosaiced using interpola-

tion and demultiplexing [35] to improve visual appearance.

In addition, recent work on light field super-resolution has

demonstrated that resolution loss can be slightly mitigated

for the particular applications of image refocus [30] and vol-

ume reconstruction [7].

3.2.3 Sparse Coding for High-resolution Light Fields

Finally, we can choose to follow Marwah et al. [23] and

apply nonlinear sparse coding techniques to recover a high-

resolution 4D light field from the same measurements. This

is done by representing the light field using an overcomplete

dictionary as l = Dχ, where D ∈ R
n×d is a dictionary of

light field atoms and χ ∈ R
d are the corresponding coeffi-

cients. Natural light fields have been shown to be sparse in

such dictionaries [23], i.e. the light field can be represented

as a weighted sum of a few light field atoms (columns of

the dictionary). For robust reconstruction, a basis pursuit

denoise problem (BPDN) is solved

minimize
{χ}

‖χ‖1

subject to ‖i−ΦDχ‖2 ≤ ǫ,
(7)

where ǫ is the sensor noise level. Whereas this approach of-

fers significantly increased light field resolution, it comes at

an increased computational cost. Note that Equation 7 is ap-

plied to a small, sliding window of the recorded data, each

time recovering a small 4D light field patch rather than the

entire 4D light field at once. In particular, window blocks

with typical sizes of 9×9 pixels are processed in parallel

to yield light field patches with 9×9×5×5 rays each. See

Section 5.2 for implementation details.

4. Analysis

In this section, we analyze the proposed methods and

compare them to alternative light field sensing approaches.

4.1. Frequency Analysis

As discussed in the previous section, Angle Sensitive

Pixels sample a light field such that a variety of different

reconstruction algorithms can be applied to the same mea-

surements. To understand the information contained in the

measurements, we can turn to a frequency analysis. Fig-

ure 3 (left) illustrates a one-dimensional ASP sensor with

three interleaved types of ASPs sampling low, mid, and

high angular frequencies, respectively. As discussed in Sec-

tion 3.2.1, the two measurements from the two interdigi-

tated diodes in each pixel can be combined to synthesize a
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Figure 4: Evaluating depth of field. Comparing the reconstruction

quality of several different optical setups shows that the ASP lay-

out in the prototype camera is well-suited for sparsity-constrained

reconstructions using overcomplete dictionaries (top). The dictio-

naries perform best when the parallax in the photographed scene is

smaller or equal to that of the training light fields (center). Central

views of reconstructed light fields are shown in the bottom.

conventional 2D image. This image has no angular infor-

mation but samples the entire spatial bandwidth Bx of the

sensor (Fig. 3 right, red box).

The measurements of the individual photodiodes contain

higher angular frequency bands, but only for lower spatial

frequencies due to the interleaved sampling pattern (Fig. 3

right, solid blue boxes). A linear reconstruction (Sec. 3.2.2)

would require an optical anti-aliasing filter to be mounted

on top of the sensor, as is commonly found in commer-

cial sensors. In the absence of an optical anti-aliasing fil-

ter, aliasing is observed. For the proposed application,

aliasing results in downmixing of high spatio-angular fre-

quencies (Fig. 3 right, hatched blue boxes) into lower spa-

tial frequency bins. As spatial frequencies are sampled

by an ASP sensor while angular frequencies are measured

continuously, aliasing occurs only among spatial frequen-

cies. The region of the spatio-angular frequency plane sam-

pled by the ASP sensor in Figure 3 is highlighted by the

dashed green box. Although aliasing makes it difficult to

achieve high-quality reconstructions with simple linear de-

mosaicing, it is crucial in preserving information for non-

linear, high-resolution reconstructions based on sparsity-

constrained optimization (Sec. 3.2.3).



4.2. Depth of Field

To evaluate the depth of field that can be achieved with

the proposed sparsity-constrained reconstruction methods,

we simulate a two-dimensional resolution chart at multiple

different distances to the camera’s focal plane. The results

of our simulations are documented in Figure 4. The camera

is focused at 50 cm, where no parallax is observed in the

light field. At distances closer to the camera or farther away

the parallax increases—we expect the reconstruction algo-

rithms to achieve a lower peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR).

The PSNR is measured between the depth-varying target 4D

light field and the reconstructed light field.

Figure 4 (top) compares sparsity-constrained reconstruc-

tions using different measurement matrices and also a direct

sampling of the low-resolution light field using microlenses

(red plot). Slight PSNR variations in the latter are due to the

varying size of the resolution chart in the depth-dependent

light fields, which is due to the perspective of the camera

(cf. bottom images). Within the considered depth range,

microlenses always perform poorly.

The different optical setups tested for the sparsity-

constrained reconstructions include the ASP layout of our

prototype (magenta plot, described in Sec. 5.1), ASPs with

completely random angular responses that are also random-

ized over the sensor (green plot), and also a dense random

mixing of all light rays in each of the light field patches

(blue plot). A dense random mixing across a light field

patch requires that each measurement within the patch is

a random mixture of all spatial and angular samples that

fall within the patch. Though such a mixture is not phys-

ically realizable, it does yield an intuition of the approx-

imate achievable upper performance bounds. Unsurpris-

ingly, such a dense, random measurement matrix Φ per-

forms best. What is surprising, however, is that random

ASPs are worse than the choice of regularly-sampled angu-

lar wavelet coefficients in our prototype (see Sec. 5.1). For

compressive sensing applications, the rows of the measure-

ment matrix Φ should be as incoherent (or orthogonal) as

possible to the columns of the dictionary D. For the par-

ticular dictionary used in these experiments, random ASPs

seem to be more coherent with the dictionary. These find-

ings are supported by Figure 5. We note that the PSNR plots

are content-dependent and also dependent on the employed

dictionary.

The choice of dictionary is critical. The one used in Fig-

ure 4 is learned from 4D light fields showing 2D planes with

random text within the same depth range as the resolution

chart. If the aperture size of the simulated camera matches

that used in the training set (0.25 cm), we observe high re-

construction quality (solid line, center plots). Smaller aper-

ture sizes will result in less parallax and can easily be recov-

ered as well, but resolution charts rendered at larger aperture

sizes also contain a larger amount of parallax than any of the
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Figure 5: Simulated light field reconstructions from a single

coded sensor image for different levels of noise and three dif-

ferent optical sampling schemes. For the ASP layout in the

prototype camera (bottom), high levels of noise result in noisy

reconstructions—parallax is faithfully recovered (dragon’s teeth,

lower right, fiducials added). A physically-realizable random ASP

layout (center) does not measure adequate samples for a sparse

reconstruction to recover a high-quality light field from a single

sensor image; the reconstructions look more blurry and parallax

between the views is poorly recovered (center, right). A standard

lenslet-based reconstruction (top) subsamples spatial information.

Noise is more apparent in the lenselet case as BPDN attenuates

noise in the other cases. In all cases, the peak sensor measurement

magnitude is normalized on [0 1] prior to adding Gaussian noise.

training data. The reconstruction quality in this case drops

rapidly with increasing distance to the focal plane (Fig. 4,

center plots).



4.3. Resilience to Noise

Finally, we evaluate the sparse reconstruction algorithm

proposed in Section 3.2.3 w.r.t. noise and compare three

different optical sampling schemes. Figure 5 shows a syn-

thetic light field with 5× 5 different views. We simulate

sensor images with zero-mean i.i.d. Gaussian noise and

three different standard deviations σ = {0.0, 0.2, 0.4}. In

addition, we compare the ASP layout of the prototype (see

Sec. 5.1) with a random layout of ASPs that each also have a

completely random angular response. Confirming the depth

of field plots in Figure 4, a random ASP layout achieves

a lower reconstruction quality than sampling wavelet-type

angular basis functions on a regular grid. Again, this result

may be counter-intuitive because most compressive sensing

algorithms perform best when random measurement matri-

ces are used. However, these usually assume a dense ran-

dom matrix Φ (simulated in Fig. 4), which is not physically

realizable in an ASP sensor. One may believe that a ran-

domization of the available degrees of freedom of the mea-

surement system may be a good approximation of the fully

random matrix, but this is clearly not the case. We have not

experimented with optical layouts that are optimized for a

particular dictionary [23], but expect such codes to further

increase reconstruction quality.

5. Implementation

5.1. Angle Sensitive Pixel Hardware

A prototype ASP light field camera was built using an

angle sensitive pixel array sensor [33]. The sensor consists

of 24 different ASP types, each of which has a unique re-

sponse to incident angle described by Equation 2. Since a

single pixel generates a pair of outputs, a total of 48 dis-

tinct angular measurements are read out from the array. Re-

call from Section 3 that ASP responses are characterized by

the parameters α, β, γ, and m which define the phase, two

dimensional angular frequency, and modulation efficiency

of the ASP. The design includes three groups of ASPs that

cover low, medium, and high frequencies with β values of

12, 18 and 24, respectively. The low and high frequency

groups of ASPs have orientations (γ in degrees) of 0◦, 90◦

and ±45◦ whereas the mid frequency group is staggered in

frequency space with respect to the other two and has γ val-

ues of ±22.5◦ and ±67.5◦. Individual ASPs are organized

into a rectangular unit cell that is repeated to form the ar-

ray. Within each tile, the various pixel types are distributed

randomly so that any patch of pixels has a uniform mix of

orientations and frequencies as illustrated in Figure 6. The

modulation efficiency, m, is a process parameter and typical

values are measured to be near 0.5 with some dependence

on wavelength [31]. The die size is 5× 5mm which accom-

modates a 96× 64 grid of tiles, or 384× 384 pixels.

In addition to the sensor chip, the only optical compo-

Low

Medium

High

Figure 6: Microscopic image of a single 6 × 4 pixel tile of the

ASP sensor (left). We also show captured angular point spread

functions (PSFs) of each ASP pixel type (right).

nent in the camera is the focusing lens. We used a commer-

cial 50 mm Nikon manual focus lens at an aperture setting

of f/1.2. The setup, consisting of the data acquisition boards

that host the imager chip, and the lens, can be seen in Fig-

ure 1. The target imaging area was staged at a distance of

1m from the sensor which provided a 10:1 magnification.

Calibration of the sensor response was performed by imag-

ing a 2mm diameter, back-illuminated hole positioned far

away from the focal plane. Figure 6 shows the captured

angular point spread function for all 24 ASP types. These

responses were empirically fitted and resampled to form the

rows of the projection matrix Φ for both the linear and non-

linear reconstructions on captured data.

5.2. Software Implementation

The compressive part of our software pipeline closely

follows that of Marwah et al. [23]. Conceptually, nonlin-

ear reconstructions depend on an offline dictionary learning

phase, followed by an online reconstruction over captured

data. To avoid the challenges of large-scale data collection

with our prototype hardware, we used the dictionaries pro-

vided by Marwah et al. to reconstruct light fields from the

prototype hardware. Dictionaries used to evaluate depth of

field in Figure 4 were learned using KSVD [2].

Online reconstruction was implemented by the Alternat-

ing Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [6] with pa-

rameters λ = 10−5, ρ = 1, and α = 1, to solve the ℓ1-

regularized regression (BPDN) of Equation 7. ASP sensor

images were subdivided into sliding, 9 × 9 pixel windows;

small 4D light field patches were reconstructed for each

window, each with 5× 5 angles. The sliding reconstruction

window was translated in one pixel increments over the full

384×384 pixel sensor image and the results were integrated

with an average filter. Reconstructions were computed on

an 8-core Intel Xeon workstation with 16GB of RAM. Av-

erage reconstruction time for experiments in Section 6 was

8 hours. Linear reconstruction algorithms are significantly

faster, taking less than one minute for each result.
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Figure 7: Evaluation of prototype resolution. We capture images

of a resolution target at different depths and compare the 2D image

(top), center view of the linearly reconstructed light field (center),

and center view of the nonlinearly reconstructed light field (bot-

tom).

6. Results

This section shows an overview of experiments with the

prototype camera. In Figure 7, we evaluate the resolution

of the device for all three proposed reconstruction algo-

rithms. As expected for a conventional 2D image, the depth

of field is limited by the f-number of the imaging lens, re-

sulting in out-of-focus blur for a resolution chart that moves

away from the focal plane (top row). The proposed linear

reconstruction recovers the 4D light field at a low resolu-

tion (center row). Due to the lack of an optical anti-aliasing

filter in the camera, aliasing is observed in the reconstruc-

tions. The anti-aliasing filter would remove these artifacts

but also decrease image resolution. The resolution of the

light field recovered using the sparsity-constrained nonlin-

ear methods has a resolution comparable to the in-focus 2D

image. Slight artifacts in the recovered resolution charts

correspond to those observed in noise-free simulations (cf.

Fig. 5). We believe these artifacts are due to the large com-

pression ratio—25 light field views are recovered from a

single sensor image via sparsity-constrained optimization.

We show additional comparisons of the three reconstruc-

tion methods for a more complex scene in Figure 8. Though

an analytic comparison of resolution improvement by our

nonlinear method is not currently possible, referring to Fig-

ure 4 (top) at the focal plane depth yields a numerical com-

parison for a simulated resolution chart.

Figure 9 shows several scenes that we captured in addi-

tion to those already shown in Figures 1 and 8. Animations

of the recovered light fields for all scenes can be found in

the supplementary video. We deliberately include a variety

of effects in these scenes that are not easily captured in al-

ternatives to light field imaging (e.g., focal stacks or range

imaging), including occlusion, refraction, and translucency.

Specular highlights, as for instance seen on the glass piglet

in the two scenes on the right, often lead to sensor satura-

Figure 8: Comparison of different reconstruction techniques for

the same captured data. We show reconstruction of a 2D image

(bottom right), a low-resolution light field via linear reconstruc-

tion (bottom left and center), and a high-resolution light field via

sparsity-constrained optimization with overcomplete dictionaries

(top). Whereas linear reconstruction trades angular for spatial

resolution—thereby decreasing image fidelity—nonlinear recon-

structions can achieve an image quality that is comparable to a

conventional, in-focus 2D image for each of 25 recovered views.

Figure 9: Overview of captured scenes showing mosaics of light

fields reconstructed via sparsity-constrained optimization (top), a

single view of these light fields (center), and corresponding 2D im-

ages (bottom). These scenes exhibit a variety of effects, including

occlusion, refraction, specularity, and translucency. The resolution

of each of the 25 light field views is similar to that of the conven-

tional 2D images.

tion, which causes artifacts in the reconstructions. This is a

limitation of the proposed reconstruction algorithms.

Finally, we show in Figure 10 that the recovered light

fields contain enough parallax to allow for post-capture im-

age refocus. Chromatic aberrations in the recorded sensor

image and a limited depth of field of each recovered light

field view place an upper limit on the resolvable resolution

of the knight (right).



Figure 10: Refocus of the “Knight & Crane” scene.

7. Discussion

In summary, we present a flexible light field camera ar-

chitecture that combines Angle Sensitive Pixel sensors with

modern mathematical techniques for sparse signal recov-

ery. We evaluate system parameters in simulation, present

a frequency analysis of the camera design, and demon-

strate experimentally that the recorded data facilitates an

unprecedented flexibility for post-processing. In particular,

we show conventional 2D image reconstruction, fast recon-

struction of low-resolution 4D light fields, and also more

computationally intensive, sparsity-constrained reconstruc-

tions of high-resolution 4D light fields.

Limitations The low resolution of the prototype chip is

not comparable with modern, commercial image sensors

offering tens of megapixels. A color filter array is not in-

tegrated into the chip; at the moment, we capture color

results in three photographs, each using a different color

filter in front of the main lens. Our chip was fabricated

in a commercial mixed signal complementary metal-oxide-

semiconductor (CMOS) process that was not optimized for

imaging and, as such, exhibits a lower signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) than commercial image sensors. However, the pro-

posed ASP chip design can be replicated in more optimized

fabrication processes, yielding significant improvements in

quantum efficiency and SNR.

Future Work The Talbot effect creating the angular re-

sponses of the pixels is based on diffraction and therefore

wavelength-dependent. This results in slightly different an-

gular frequencies captured in different color channels. We

plan to exploit cross-spectral information for enhanced sig-

nal recovery in the future and also extend the employed

overcomplete 4D dictionaries to include the spectral domain

in addition to space and angle. Finally, we would also like

to explore new spatial layouts of ASP subpixels and tailor

angular responses of individual pixels to the employed dic-

tionaries.

Conclusion Computational photography is at the inter-

section of optics, sensor electronics, applied mathematics,

and high performance computing. In this paper, we propose

a system that couples the design of all of these aspects to

achieve an unprecedented amount of flexibility in computa-

tional light field imaging. We hope to inspire the commu-

nity to follow similar strategies for other applications and

unlock the true potential of next-generation computational

cameras.
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